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Dear Readers,
During the 23rd Climate Change Conference (Conference of the Parties – 
COP) from 6 to 17 November the eyes of the world will be on Bonn. More 
than 20,000 diplomats, politicians and representatives of civil society from 
across the globe are expected to attend. The preparations are already in full 
swing. Under the presidency of the Republic of Fiji and with the support of 
the Federal German Government and the state of North Rhine-Westphalia 
the Climate Secretariat of the United Nations is working to ensure that the 
conditions for the success of the conference are in place. The city of Bonn 
is also looking forward excitedly to this event. We see it as our challenge to 
work together with the federal government and the state of North Rhine-
Westphalia to create a positive ambiance for the trendsetting negotiations 
aimed at countering the causes and worldwide impact of climate change.

The Federal City of Bonn can call on many years of experience with 
Conferences of the Parties: UN summits were already held in Bonn in 1999 
and 2001. Since 1996 Bonn has provided the headquarters of the UN Climate 
Secretariat, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(UNFCCC). Nearly twenty organizations of the United Nations are based in 
Bonn. Bonn is therefore and ideal venue when it comes to setting the future 
global scene for the policy relating to climate protection and the energy supply 
of tomorrow. But Bonn itself is no novice when it comes to climate protection. 
Since the mid-90s the city has dedicated itself to this cause and has shown 
the way in various municipal fields of action. This includes a forerunner to the 
German Renewable Energy Act for electricity from renewables, regular CO2 
monitoring and the establishment of a Climate Protection Co-ordinating Body. 

We possess an important control instrument in the form of our own 
public utility. There are six electric buses currently in service in the fleet of 
the local bus and rail organization, and by 2030 it is planned to go over com-
pletely to electrical drives.

But for Bonn climate protection is not only a local affair. We are also 
involved internationally. As the Deputy Chair of the “ICLEI – Cities for Sustain-
ability” urban network I work with more than 1,500 other cities and regions 
throughout the world in ensuring that the objectives of the Paris climate 
change agreement are put into practice. 

Bonn is looking forward to hosting COP23.

Ashok Sridharan
Mayor of the Federal City of Bonn
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GZB Bochum 
honoured

T
he award winners under the 
funding programme FH ZEIT für 
FORSCHUNG include two profes-

sors of the Geothermal Centre (GZB) of 
the Bochum University of Applied Scienc-
es: Prof. Dr. Rolf Bracke with the project 
“GREENER – Characterization and Prior-
itization of Geothermal Reservoirs as the 
basis for Action for Regional Energy Econ-
omy” and Prof. Dr. Erik H. Saenger with the 
project “ComLabgo – Computer-based 
Laboratory for Material Characterization 
in Geothermal Energy and in Nondestruc-
tive Testing”.

FH ZEIT für FORSCHUNG is geared to 
boosting practice-based research in uni-
versities of applied sciences, to building up 
and expanding major research topics and 
hence to enhancing their competitiveness 
when procuring third-party funds.

The emphasis is on professors who 
are heavily engaged in research and are re-
leased for limited periods from their teach-
ing duties to enable them to actively tackle 
questions with future relevance. Funding is 
awarded to those who take up urgent and 
innovative research questions, who can 
demonstrate that they perform success-
ful research work and whose research is 
demonstrably supported by their univer-
sity. For this purpose the state is investing 
up to six million euros until 2020.

FUELCELLBOX: 

Six NRW school teams invent a 
hydrogen railway

A
t the 12th NRW school students’ 
competition FUELCELLBOX 2017 
organised by the EnergyAgency.

NRW and H-TEC Education GmbH con-
cerning hydrogen and fuel cell technol-
ogy, the six best teams from the original 
150 were honoured at the Hespertalbahn 
traditional steam railway (www.hespertal-
bahn.de) in Essen. The teams were from 
Essen, Krefeld, Lennestadt, Lübbecke, 
Remscheid and Brakel.

In this school year the competition 
was concerned with emission-free rail 
transport and the use of a fuel-cell-pow-
ered locomotive. Using a kit, the FUEL-
CELLBOX, and a toy train the teams had 
to develop the model of a fuel-cell-powered 
locomotive and simulate the train route 

between Borken and Essen. In addition 
to the awards ceremony, the event culmi-
nated in the final competition with the self-
designed trains. The competition has been 
held since 2004 for school students of the 
9th to 11th grades.

List of the top 3 winning teams:
 ■ 1st place: Gymnasium (high school) of 

the City of Lennestadt
 ■ 2nd place: Wittekind Gymnasium 

(high school) from Lübbecke
 ■ 3rd place: Don Bosco Gymnasium 

(high school) from Essen

Home-generated electricity on film

W
ho’s never had this dream? Of 
becoming independent of elec-
tricity suppliers and using only 

self-generated electricity. A new 5-minute 
video made by the EnergyAgency.NRW in-
troduces home-owner Thomas Koch from 
Bonn who almost makes this dream come 
true. With his photovoltaic system and a 

battery to store the power he is as much 
as 90 per cent autonomous. With initial 
costs of only about 20 cents per kilowatt 
hour it’s well worthwhile generating your 
own electricity, storing it and having avail-
able at any time – even when the sun isn’t 
shining. With his 91 photovoltaic modules 
and the appropriate lithium-ion battery he 

supplies almost all the electricity he needs. 
The video shows what has to be consid-
ered in the planning, installation and main-
tenance of battery storage systems in the 
home as regards charging times, warranty 
and funding.

www.energieagentur.nrw/qr87

Prof. Dr. Rolf Bracke
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M
unicipalities in the Federal Republic themselves 
estimate that 50 per cent of the street lighting 
systems are in need, even urgent need, of mod-

ernization. In a new set of guidelines the EnergyAgen-
cy.NRW introduces the matter of the modernization of 
street lighting. They deal with LED technology, the cor-
rect procedure to be adopted when seeking tenders, as 
well as economic considerations and funding opportu-
nities.

Nationwide the proportion of mercury vapour 
lamps in street lighting is estimated to be still about 30 
per cent. And in North Rhine-Westphalia the majority of 
the systems are today “past their prime”. One can as-
sume a state-wide saving potential of almost 250 million 
kWh or around 50 million euros per year. The guidelines 
will initially be made available as a PDF file on the internet 
of the EnergyAgency.NRW. It is aimed at planners and 
decision-makers in the municipalities.

Guidelines for street 
lighting

Training mine to stay

T
he state of North Rhine-Westphalia, 
the town of Recklinghausen and the 
mining company RAG have agreed 

that they wish to keep the training mine in 
Recklinghausen-South.

RAG does not have the financial re-
sources and facilities to continue operat-
ing the training mine after the end of coal 
production in 2019. That is why partner 
organizations have come together who 
also have an interest in maintaining the 
training mine.

NRW’s mining machinery manufac-

turers have also expressed an interest 
in the mine’s preservation – as has the 
Mining Economy Network of the Energy-
Agency.NRW.

The training mine offers ideal condi-
tions for research projects. For instance, 
a consortium of eight European compa-
nies, co-ordinated by RWTH Aachen Uni-
versity, developed a collision warning sys-
tem for international mining. The German 
Aerospace Centre also joined RAG to test 
a shaft inspection system with high-tech 
modules for use with abandoned mines.

IGA appoints Marit Brommer Executive Director

T
he International Geothermal As-
sociation (IGA) has announced the 
appointment of Dr. Marit Brommer 

as the association’s new Executive Direc-
tor. Dr. Brommer can look back over ten 
years of experience in the oil and gas sec-
tor. Among other things she worked for To-
tal and Shell in the field of off-shore drilling 

and in R&D projects. Dr. Brommer wrote 
her doctorate at the Technical University 
of Delft on the subject of Reservoir Geol-
ogy.

“I feel honoured and proud that, as 
the new Executive Director of IGA, I will be 
able to work with the Board and secretariat 
over the next few years to enhance IGA’s 

profile, to boost our activities and to raise 
the profile of the geothermal sector on a 
regional, national and multilateral level. 
The world is moving fast in the direction 
of a low-CO2 society and I am determined 
to ensure that geothermal energy plays 
an important role in the energy mix of the 
future,” Dr. Brommer says.

www.energieagentur.nrw/
bergbau
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NRW plays host 
to the world

When the consequences of climate chance are being dicussed at 
COP23 in Bonn between 6 and 17 November 2017, the Pacific is-
land states will present themselves as “front states”. And by this 
they mean: Fiji and the other states feel the consequences more 
directly than all but a few other regions in the world. The islands 
made this clear once again at the Climate Action Partnership event 
at the beginning of July in Suva, the capital of Fiji, when they called 
for global solidarity - and specifically the solidarity of the G20 
states at their summit in Hamburg.

#COP23
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G
iven the special impact on the South Pacific 
islands it is appropriate and fitting that Fiji will 
take over the presidency of the Climate Change 

Conference in November. The Climate Change Con-
ferences are held on a rotation basis within the United 
Nations (UN). It was actually the turn of an Asian coun-
try to preside over the 2017 conference – and the Fiji 
Islands offered to step in. Their only condition was 
that the Climate Change Conference would have to 
be held elsewhere because this island state could not 
to accommodate it. During the World Climate Change 
Summit in Marrakesh in November 2016 the treaty 
states accepted the Fiji Islands’ offer and resolved to 
hold the Conference in Bonn in November 2017.

As a result the country occupying the COP presi-
dency is not the one hosting it – unlike in the case of 
Morocco, France or Peru, for example.

The choice of Bonn is not accidental. The Federal 
City of Bonn is the base of the United Nations Frame-
work Convention on Climate Change secretariat, UN-
FCCC. And the UNFCCC rules of procedure lay down 
that basically every climate change summit must take 

place in Bonn – unless other countries declare a wish 
to host it.

It is expected that more than 20,000 diplomats, 
politicians and representatives of civil society from 
around the globe will be in North Rhine-Westphalia 
for the 2017 World Climate Change Conference. This 
international United Nations Conference, the so-called 
Conference of the Parties COP, will convene for the 
23rd time, hence the abbreviated name COP23.. 

Bonn already has a wealth of experience with UN 
Climate Change conferences: UN climate change sum-
mits were held in Bonn in 1999 and 2001. In addition 
the climate change diplomats regularly gather here 
every year in the summer to prepare for the summit. 
This year the so-called meetings of the subsidiary bod-
ies took place in May.

UNFCCC as the organizer, the Fiji Islands as the 
future president and the German Federal Government 
as technical host, plus the state of North Rhine-West-
phalia and the City of Bonn are working closely to-
gether to ensure the success of the Conference. The 
Federal Environment Ministry (BMUB) is responsible 
within the German Government for co-ordinating the 
climate change negotiations and the Conference. In 
November one major concern of the governments is 
to elaborate further the details for implementing the 
Paris Agreement of 2015. The aim is to create a basis 

on which the so-called rule book can be adopted at the 
next climate change summit in Poland in 2018. The 
conference is also the forum where various players 
from the political domain and civil society can present 
their climate initiatives and projects to one another.

The conference will be held on a vast site extend-
ing from the World Conference Center (WCCB) via the 
Haus der Geschichte and the Post Tower to the Rhine. 
However, the site is not open to the public and the UN-
FCCC governs access. A large number of activities are 
planned to enable governments, representatives of 
municipalities and the “Länder” (federal states), non-
governmental organizations (such as environmental 
groups, economic associations, and other representa-
tives of civil society including finance and industry) 
to demonstrate their projects and initiatives. At the 
same time interested members of the public will not 
be forgotten.

There is another zone next to the official negotia-
tion site and it is being established in the Rheinaue in 
Bonn. This will provide an opportunity for national and 
international bodies (governments and non-govern-

mental organizations) to present their activities and 
participate in the so-called side events. In the German 
Pavilion it will be possible to learn something about the 
work of the Federal Government and its partners in 
the field of national and international climate change 
policy.

www.bmub.bund.de/cop23

Bonn is where the UNFCC secretariat is based

Ready, steady, go! In Bonn the World Conference 
Center awaits the guests from across the globe.
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I
n 18 highly varied excursions North Rhine-Westphalia will 
demonstrate to the World Conference that it is a highly in-
novative energy region. From 7 to 16 November day trips 

will be organized for up to 40 people in each case to show 
them projects which play an exemplary role in terms of en-
ergy policy, and each trip will also include a visit to one of the 
region’s tourist highlights. The EnergyAgency.NRW is organ-
izing the excursions on behalf of the Federal Environment 
Ministry. The NRW state government with its energy advisers 
and staff from KlimaExpo.NRW will accompany the trips to 
provide expert support. The beacon projects from NRW be-
ing presented highlight the fact that the Energiewende (en-

ergy turnaround) in Germany has reached all levels of the 
community and its implementation is now a matter for the 
whole of society. In this energy-intensive state economics 
and climate protection go hand in hand and the rising energy 
efficiency is giving companies in the region an ever greater 
competitive advantage. With their climate protection endeav-
ours Germany and NRW in particular are helping to achieve 
the United Nations’ “sustainable development goals”. This 
means that international delegates will be able to take home 
to their own countries useful information gleaned from the 
examples shown. This will encourage an active exchange of 
views on best practice examples on an international level.

The first item on this joint 
programme of the NRW state 
government and the Federal 
Environment Ministry will be a 
trip to a prime example of cli-
mate adaptation in Dortmund 
on  7 November . Among other 
things, 100 Energy-Plus hous-
es and a kindergarten in pas-
sive house design have been 
erected on the lake Phoenix 
See. Then there will be a tour 
of the BV Borussia Dortmund 
football club’s stadium, the Sig-
nal Iduna Park, focusing spe-
cifically on climate protection. 
One of the ways in which this is 
being addressed is a fan pro-
ject to promote eco electricity. 

On the same day the Energy-
agency.NRW will present GAG 

Immobilien’s “Veedel Strom” 
project in Cologne and the cli-
mate protection housing estate 
in Cologne-Westhoven.

In Erkrath the company 
Grundfos will be demonstrat-
ing its low-energy heating 
circulation pumps on  8 No-
vember . Following logically 
on from this, the Remscheid-
based company Vaillant will 
then show off its efficient heat-
ing technologies. 

In Bonn the next stop is the 
Post Tower, where Deutsche 
Post’s electromobility con-
cept can be viewed, and then 
the Hotel Kameha Grand, 
whose use of geothermal 
heat is exemplary for the heat 
turnaround. And finally, at the 
famine relief organization in 
Bad Godesberg the topic is 
biomass utilization. 

On  9 November  the first desti-
nation is InnovationCity Ruhr | 
Model City Bottrop where it will 
be demonstrated how the chal-
lenges of climate and structural 
change are being tackled in an 
urban environment. The jour-
ney will then continue to Es-
sen, where the materials spe-
cialist TRIMET Aluminium SE 
documents how an energy-
intensive, producing company 
supports the energy systems 
of the future by making produc-
tion and electricity consump-
tion more flexible. The second 
excursion on this day is to the 
Institute for Solar Research of 
the German Aerospace Centre 
(DLR) in Cologne-Porz and to 
the Klein-Altendorf campus of 
the University of Bonn, which 
will exhibit its research in the 
field of biomass. 

An efficiency region on show
The Federal Environment Ministry has joined the NRW state government in 
drawing up a programme of excursions for journalists, delegates, observers and 
conference participants at the UN Climate Change Conference COP23 in Bonn. 
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More excitement is guaranteed 
on  10 November  when the 
journey proceeds to the world’s 
largest artificial sun (Synlight) 
and the solar thermal power 
plant: in the German Aerospace 
Centre in Jülich research is be-
ing conducted into the CO2-free 
production of hydrogen. Sub-
sequently there will be an op-
portunity to see the climate re-
search being done at the Jülich 
Research Centre.

Then, on  11 November , there 
will be rides on the Wuppertal 
suspended railway and visits 
to Naturgut Ophoven in Lev-
erkusen with its children’s 
and young-people’s museum 
EnergyCity, the Hilden bakery 
Großbäckerei Schüren and the 
Villa Media in the Assenberg 
climate quarter in Wuppertal. 

On  12 November  a delegation 
will head for the climate and 
CHP municipality of Saerbeck 
to see the bio energy park and 
the transparent central heat-
ing station located there. 

On  13 November  the desti-
nation will be the :metabolon 
project in Lindlar, a waste 
management centre which is 
one of Europe’s most mod-
ern waste disposal facilities. 

From Lindlar the visitors will 
travel on to Cologne to Rhein 
Energie’s Niehl III site. Here 
they will see the “Virtual Power 
Plant” project.

The Grevenbroich Wind Test 
Area has existed since 1998 
and it is the largest testing area 
of its kind in the world. On  14 
November  a visit to the König-
shovener Höhe wind farm, lo-
cated on a recultivated area of 
the Garzweiler open cast brown 
coal mine in Bedburg, will be 
combined with a guided tour 
through the Garzweiler mine. 

The excursion on  15 Novem-
ber  will demonstrate how the 
residents of Aachen are help-
ing the transport turnaround 

to take off. The destination is 
the Street Scooter plant where 
electric vehicles are being 
produced specifically for the 
Deutsche Post fleet. And then 
comes the electromobility labo-
ratory (eLab) of RWTH Aachen 
University. A second group will 
visit the Finnentrop pumped 
storage power plant in the Sau-
erland town of Attendorn.

On the last day,  16 November , 
the scheduled destination is 
Düsseldorf to the Fortuna unit 
of the Lausward power plant – 
the world’s most efficient and 
highest-performing combined-
cycle power plant. 

In the second trip on the final 
day the international guests 
will visit Essen, the European 
Green Capital, which is at the 
same time a model for many 
European cities undergoing 
structural change. The project 
will be presented on a hydrogen-
powered ship on Lake Baldeney 
(see page 24). Then the guests 
will travel to the steel plant in 
Duisburg, where research and 
industry work hand in hand to 
eliminate the ThyssenKrupp 
plant’s CO2 emissions com-
pletely in the foreseeable future.

Scientists on US climate change policy

C
an the market correct a wrong climate change policy? Professor Her-
mann Ott and and Professor Manfred Fischedick from the Wuppertal 
Institute for Climate, the Environment and Energy seem to see greater 

rationality in the market than in the US President. One should not forget that 
“the laws of the market are merciless and globally oriented, and in cases of 
doubt they are not concerned about a President of the United States. Given the 
falling prices renewables are enjoying more and more competitive advantages, 
while coal is losing out,” Professor Fischedick explains in an interview which 
the EnergyAgency.NRW conducted with scientists in connection with COP23.
The interview can be found at www.energieagentur.nrw/im-gespraech
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T
he energy turnaround involves decentraliza-
tion of the generation structure. This means 
the power grids are facing major challenges at 

present and will continue 
to do so in the future. The 
distribution grids are af-
fected to a particular de-
gree. They are experienc-
ing the greatest addition of 
decentralized generation 
capacity. The traditional 
top-down supply system 
is being gradually superseded by a bottom-up sup-
ply and so grids are operating more and more bi-di-
rectionally. To facilitate this it is necessary to take 

major expansion measures and to add components 
in the AC voltage grid. One possibility is to provide in-
expensive DC-DC converters to convert the voltage in 

the DC grid. DC technology 
is better suited to a flexible 
and bi-directional grid op-
eration since it is easier to 
control and is less sensitive 
to simultaneous infeed at 
a number of points. DC 
transmission lines are al-
ready used in high-voltage 

grid, but this technology is not applied at present in 
the medium- and low-voltage grid. 

The Aachen Research Campus FEN wants to 
change this: In this project a 2.3 kilometre MVDC 
research grid with a voltage of 5 kV (bipolar +/- 2.5 
kV) is being set up on the campus of RWTH Aachen 
University. The grid – with an installed capacity of 
initially 6.2 MW – will be distributed over a total of 
three test rigs of various institutes belonging to the 
University. These are the Institute for Power Genera-
tion and Storage, the Institute for Machine Elements 
and Machine Design and the Center for Wind Power 
Drives. In a later phase the project will be extended to 
include at least two additional test rigs. The project is 
intended to investigate the interaction between the 
individual components, planning methods, operating 
behaviour and reliability of the grid. The research grid 
is scheduled to start operating in 2019. This project is 
being funded by the Federal Research Ministry. It will 
make an important contribution to the integration of 
DC technology and its acceptance as a reliable option 
for grid expansion.

www.energieagentur.nrw/energieforschung

New research network in Aachen to 
throw light on MVDC

In order to facilitate ease the introduction of 
the as yet little tried medium voltage direct cur-
rent transmission (MVDC), the Aachen-based 
research campus Flexible Electrical Grids (FEN) 
is testing the construction and operation of an 
MVDC grid. 

DC technology is better 
suited to flexible and bi-

directional operation because 
it is easier to control

10 innovation & energy    3  |  2017
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E
ight electric buses on the 133 route have been 
travelling silently through Cologne since De-
cember 2016. The buses were acquired for 

a price of 5.6 million euros. Their use ensures that 
around 520 tonnes of CO2 are saved every year. The 
extra cost for an electric articulated (“bendy”) bus 
amounts to about 400,000 euros as compared to 
a conventional. diesel-powered articulated bus. The 
first expansion phase for e-mobility in the bus sys-
tem is scheduled to run until 2021: up to that date 
six further routes will have been converted to electric 
vehicles. The Cologne transport company KVB will 
then have completed the next step in climate pro-
tection and will have boosted its environmental lead 
over other means of transport. The CO2 emissions 
by KVB buses total around 26 grams per passenger-
kilometre. According to the DEKRA a small vehicle 
with a petrol consumption of 5.9 litres per 100 kilo-
metres, on the other hand, already emits about 177 
grams CO2 per passenger-kilometre. The e-buses, like 
KVB’s conventional articulated buses, have 43 pas-
senger seats and 82 standing places. They have three 
doors and have barrier-free access throughout. The 
passengers benefit in particular from the fact that 
the e-buses are substantially quieter than buses with 
internal combustion engines. This represents a major 
improvement in travelling comfort. On urban roads 
e-buses made by HDL are conspicuous by virtue of 
their typical exterior design, which distinguishes them 
from buses by other manufacturers.

Before the route 133 switched to e-buses the ve-
hicles and their use were subjected to thorough trials 
on their specific route. In the ten-month trial period 
attention was paid initially to the vehicles’ faultless 
manufacture and reliability. Then the e-buses were 
deployed on the 133 route and passengers have been 
able to travel in them over the past few months. 

Jörn Schwarze, Technology Manager at KVB, 
stressed: “Development partnerships like the one for 
our e-bus project are always exciting. In the beginning 

the challenges can only be surmised and it’s the de-
tails which determine the project’s success. After the 
conclusion of our test programme we are able to state 
that everything has been highly successful.”

In the trial phase more than 1,200 journeys were 
made. The e-bus fleet covered more than 35,000 kilo-
metres. Only in 15 journeys, primarily at the start of the 
trials, was an e-bus unable to continue on its way. The 
main challenges we faced were the optimum setting 
of the software and various classic vehicle functions. 
The travelling range of the e-buses turned out to be 
greater in the trials than originally calculated. Theo-
retically the e-buses can travel for 90 kilometres. But 
in reality they will travel a maximum of 45 kilometres 
without recharging so as not to reduce the batteries’ 
charging volume to less than 30 per cent. In a normal 
case the e-buses are recharged at each of the two 
termini of the 133 route, in other words after about 
seven kilometres. At KVB’s Northern Depot the buses 
are completely recharged during the night.

RheinEnergie is a major partner in the e-bus 
project. It is affiliated to KVB and has taken respon-
sibility for setting up and operating the charging in-
frastructure for the supply of electrical energy to the 
e-buses. The project is RheinEnergie’s debut in DC 
fast-charging technology with capacities of 50 to 240 
kilowatts (kW). RheinEnergie’s charging infrastructure 
also passed all the tests with flying colours.

Cologne has switched to 
e-buses on the 133 route

Normally the buses are 
recharged every time 

they reach a terminus. 
They are completely 

recharged in the depot 
overnight.

The e-buses on 
the 133 route 
provide as much 
space for passen-
gers as the diesel-
powered buses.
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RuhrValley Network – a strong research team

T
he universities of applied sciences 
in the Ruhr show how together they 
make a powerful research team: 

Bochum University of Applied Sciences, 
Dortmund University of Applied Sciences 
and the Westphalian University of Applied 
Sciences have joined forces in the strategic 
project “RuhrValley – Mobility and Energy 
for Metropolitan Change”. This research 
and innovation partnership will be sup-
ported for the first four years to the tune 
of around 4.5 million euros by the Federal 
Government through the funding scheme 
“Strong Universities of Applied Sciences 
– Impetus for the Region”. The network is 
receiving about 1.25 million euros for the 
project “GeoSmaGriR – Smart Solar Geo-
thermal Energy Grid Ruhr”. In this project 
an intelligent system consisting of decen-
tralized generators of solar and geother-
mal heat and seasonal storage facilities 
in the caverns of former coal mines, plus 
the existing district heating grid will be de-

veloped. This will be done on the basis of 
the specific infrastructural parameters in 
the Ruhr. The virtualization of the electric-
ity supply system and in intelligent power 
grids is now being standardized. At the 
same time many heat consumers, stor-
ers and generators have to date not been 

amenable to electronic control or have not 
been equipped with the appropriate com-
ponents. There is no linking in the form of 
an intelligent energy grid and neither is 
there a distributed planning and optimiza-
tion level. The overall energy plan for the 
GeoSmaGriR is to be drawn up, and at the 

same time it is intended to make signifi-
cant progress in the selection of suitable 
mine heat storage facilities with reference 
to (hydro-)geological and thermophysical 
models. By modelling and simulating the 
chronological sequences of the system 
as a whole, the aim is to generate suitable 
control strategies for the process control 
level. A Smart Device Controller (SDC) will 
be developed to log, collect, pre-process 
and pass on or distribute analogue and 
digital physical characteristics. 

Bochum University of Applied Sci-
ences can contribute its beacon projects on 
electromobility and geothermal energy. The 
Westphalian University of Applied Scienc-
es has a special qualification in the cross-
section subject of internet security and 
interdisciplinary energy research, which 
will be its special contribution. Finally the 
Dortmund University of Applied Sciences 
can offer its skills in digitalization and in in-
formation and communication technology.

Strong supply sector in NRW
In North Rhine-Westphalia a large number of medium-sized compa-
nies in the wind energy sector today employ around 18,500 people. 
The greater portion of these are accounted for by the supply industry. 

“The traditionally strong machine and 
plant construction companies on the 
Rhine and Ruhr have long been estab-
lished as a supply sector for wind turbine 
manufacturers. Dr. Frank-Michael Bau-

mann, director of EnergyAgency.
NRW, stresses: “There is a great 
interest in expanding this innova-
tive energy segment in the state 

and in making an active contribu-
tion to the energy turnaround in 

Germany.” North Rhine-
Westphalia is regarded 

as the top supply region 
for the onshore and off-
shore wind industry. 
The wide range of com-
panies involved includes 
Atlas CopcoTools, Eick-

hoff Antriebstechnik and 
Phoenix Contact, through 

to Winergy and ZS Schmieranlagen. This 
federal state thus also plays a major role: 
there is hardly a turbine which operates 
without technology from NRW. The com-
panies have a high level of competence 
specifically in drive technology. The com-
ponent manufacturing sector is dominat-
ed by medium-sized enterprises from the 
fields of gear systems, bearings, genera-
tors, transformers, clutches and brakes, 
and sensors and control systems.

From 12 to 15 September the trade 
fair Husum Wind 2017 has provided a cen-
tral showcase for the global wind industry. 
90 companies from North Rhine-Westphal-
ia, the top industry and energy region and 
first-time partner of the trade fair, have 
been there. The Wind Energy Network of 
the EnergyAgency.NRW was also present 
on the joint NRW stand in Hall 3, Stand 
B04. For 13 September 2017 an exciting 

North Rhine-Westphalian programme was 
planned as part of this partnership within 
the region. It was kicked off with Plarad - 
Wind Power Suppliers’ Forum at 10 a.m. in 
the foyer of the Conference Centre. This 
was followed at 2 p.m. by Wind-Updates.
NRW 2017. At the Network’s annual confer-
ence there was an open forum to include 
expert papers, discussion sessions and 
the presentation of best practice examples 
from NRW . The North Rhine-Westphalian 
Evening with live music on the fair stand 
from 6 p.m. on has provided an opportu-
nity to wind down in a relaxed atmosphere.

Registration for Wind- 
Updates.NRW 2017:  
www.energieagentur.nrw/
windupdates2017 
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T
he grid development plans list measures which 
are necessary to optimize the electricity grid 
according to need and to expand it up to the 

target year 2030. The four transmission grid opera-
tors are obliged under the German Energy Economy 
Act to submit to the Bundesnetzagentur (Federal Net-
works Agency) a joint grid development plan every two 
years. The process goes through a number of stages. 
This makes the planning transparent and actively in-
volves the general public.

For NRW there are essentially two planned 
measures which are relevant: on the one hand there’s 
the high-voltage DC transmission line called “Ul-
tranet”. Two sections are planned for this and they 
will be connected via a large converter station in Os-
terath (NRW). These sections run 340 kilometres 
from Philippsburg (Baden-Württemberg) to Osterath 
and then continue to Emden on the North Sea coast. 
On the other hand the SuedLink HVDC line planned 
from Lower Saxony to Hessen skirts NRW on its east-

ern border to Lower Saxony. There is a high load de-
mand in NRW and this is to be used to balance out 
the surplus generated by large wind farms in North 
Germany. The particular reason for the project is the 
abandonment of conventional generation facilities in 
NRW from 2035 on. 

The scenario framework provides the basis for 
the draft 2030 grid development plans. Taking vari-
ous scenarios (conservative scenario A 2030, trans-
formation scenario B 2030, innovation scenario C 
2030 and the long-term scenario B 2035) the trans-
mission grid operators calculate the expansion re-
quirement for the upcoming ten to fifteen years. The 
result is the grid development plan, and this has to be 
confirmed by the Bundesnetzagentur.

www.energieagentur.nrw/qr75

Pending:  
the grid development plan

In Berlin the information and discussion event for the 2nd draft of the 2030 
grid development plan and the 2030 offshore grid development plan was 
held in Berlin. Members of the public and institutions had the opportunity 
to comment on the projects presented after the draft was published.
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A
t the solar tower of the DLR in Jülich a new cen-
trifugal receiver (CentRect) was installed in the 
summer to generate and store solar heat. The 

technology has already been tried and tested in the 
laboratory and in the next few months it will for the 
first time undergo trials under realistic power plant 
conditions. The technology of the new receiver uses 
ceramic balls as an absorber and storage medium. It 
is thus possible to achieve temperatures of more than 
1000 degrees Celsius.

In its core the CentRec facility comprises a rotat-
ing chamber. Thanks to the centrifugal forces the balls, 
which are only millimetres thick, adhere to the outer 
wall and this ensures an even distribution. The dwell 
time of the particles in the receiver can be controlled by 
adjusting the speed of rotation and so the temperature 
can be kept constant even with widely differing load 
states. In addition to their great temperature resist-
ance these ceramic particles also display other ad-
vantages, such as global cost-effective procurement, 
safe storage and, not least, simple transport within the 
power plant.

CentRec is not designed exclusively to store heat 
in solar power plants. The system can also be provided 
direct-use process heat in industry. The useful tem-
perature range in industry can be between 600 and 
900 degrees Celsius. “The installation of the receiver 
in the solar tower is a great step on the road to trial so-
lar operation. The solar trial which will start in autumn 
will provide the basis for the planned industrial use of 
particle technology,” says Dr. Reiner Buck, head of the 
department “Point-focusing Systems” at the DLR In-
stitute for Solar Research.

The DLR’s Institute for Solar Research was set 
up with funds to the tune of more than 15 million eu-
ros made available by the NRW Science Ministry. The 
Institute sees itself as building a bridge between basic 
research and large-scale implementation and appli-
cation.

www.energieagentur.nrw/qr86

E
very second new photovoltaic system is in-
stalled nowadays with a battery storage de-
vice. This gives rise to new risks which are only 

partly covered by conventional property insurance 
policies. It’s important to check this carefully! It may 
be necessary to notify the building insurer of retro-
spectively installed battery storage devices where 
these are deemed to increase risk. When it comes to 
insurance cover it makes sense to supplement any 
existing policy by an inexpensive electronic devices 
policy. Such a special insurance has many advantages. 
Unlike with property insurance policies, the insured 
items are explicitly declared in the insurance certif-
icate or as part of the terms and conditions. There 
can then be no scope for interpretation if there is a 
claim. Furthermore any unforeseen damage which 
impacts the insured item from outside is deemed to 
be insured and not merely a fire, water pipe or defined 
storm incident. It is also possible to insure loss of in-
come due to insured damage within the framework 
of an agreed liability period. An electronic devices 
insurance policy involves “as new” compensation. It 
must be ensured that the insurance partner does not 
minimize his risk for new battery storage devices by 
providing a reduced insurance cover at current value. 
In the case of home energy storage devices it is not 
possible at the present time to insure damage such as 
internal short circuit in the causative battery module. 
But consequential damage to other replacement units 
such as an integrated battery inverter can be insured 
within the framework of an electronic devices policy. 
The same principle applies if the damage is due to a 
design or execution defect during the manufacture or 
installation of instrumentation, control or safety de-
vices. Specialized brokers for insurance policies can 
help determine the ideal coverage for the individual 
system. Only in this way is it possible to preclude any 
unpleasant surprises if a claim has to be made.

Author: Marcel Riedel, Enser Versicherungskontor GmbH (EVK)

What’s the right 
insurance for a home 
energy storage device?

New solar receiver for 
the Jülich solar tower

The subject of photovoltaics and 
storage devices is dealt with in a new 
EA.TV film on the internet from the 
Energy Agency.NRW.
www.energieagentur.nrw/photovoltaik14
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O
ne innovative project which relies 
more on the efficient utilization of 
waste heat is the co-operative ven-

ture of the utility Stadtwerke Hürth with 
the local carbon black factory belonging to 
Orion Engineered Carbons GmbH (OEC). 
OEC produces high-quality industrial car-
bon black, which is used among other 
things in paint and varnish or in tyres and 
rubber articles. Waste heat is a by-product 
of this production process and it is now 
utilized commercially.

The company feeds a portion of the 
process heat in the form of exhaust va-
pours (air saturated with steam) into the 
district heating network of the utility Stadt-
werke Hürth. It is estimated that this can 
supply 3,000 homes in Hürth with heat. A 
new heat storage facility and a four kilome-
tre long district heating line are needed to 
feed the energy into the network. 

Furthermore the industrial plant 
– known popularly as “Schwärtz” – is 
equipped with a combined heat and pow-
er plant and so the district heating capac-
ity is expanded from 4 MW to 44 MW. The 

total investments amount overall to more 
than 40 million euros – and they are borne 
by the public utility. But the cost is worth 
it in the end. Several thousand tonnes of 
carbon dioxide can be avoided every year 
by the efficient use of process waste heat. 
The waste heat from the cooling tower of 
the carbon black factory is also sold to a 
customer in the vicinity. Since the early 
part of 2017 the local asparagus grower 
Markus Loeven has used the water with 
a temperature of roughly 35 °C from the 
cooling tower to heat his fields. This ena-
bles him to harvest the first asparagus in 
February, instead of April as usual. 

In addition OEC feeds the surplus 
electricity from about 16,000 homes from 
the plant’s own steam turbines into the 
public grid. By way of comparison: Orion 
itself has a power consumption which is 
equivalent to about 14,000 private house-
holds.

District heating infeed, local waste 
heat utilization, surplus electricity – a 
well-rounded concept which has been 
expanded and refined over a number of 

Fruit and vegetable 
farmer Markus Loeven 
uses waste heat for his 

asparagus field.

Asparagus grows faster in Hürth:

Waste heat from carbon black factory
Everyone’s talking about the Energiewende, the energy turnaround, but 
the heat turnaround is becoming more and more important: the plans of 
the new NRW state government provide for a linking of the district heating 
systems between the Rhine and Ruhr.

years. At the same time the efficiency 
factor has never been neglected: “Waste 
heat is a by-product of our production op-
erations. The production plan therefore is 
and will always remain the guiding factor, 
and not the customers’ energy demand,” 
Dr. Helmut Gromes, director of produc-
tion, explained at the experts’ event “In-
dustrial Waste Heat in NRW” at the end 
of June. The objective of this joint event 
held by the EnergyAgency.NRW and the 
State Agency for Nature, Environment 
and Consumer Protection (LANUV) was 
to introduce players from the heat market 
to the planned LANUV study on the po-
tential of industrial waste heat. In order 
to achieve the best possible and realis-
tic results LANUV sought an exchange of 
views and ideas between representatives 
of companies, research and development.

www.energieagentur.nrw/
systemtransformation
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Practical energy efficiency in schools
The energy turnaround and climate protection are subjects which 
no school curriculum can afford to ignore nowadays, for example 
at the Sankt-Pius-Gymnasium (high-school) in Coesfeld.

T
his school devoted a whole ecologi-
cal year to the subject. It incorpo-
rated climate and environmental 

protection into a number of projects 
and actions in the everyday school 
routine. Various classroom and 
extra-curricular projects were 
offered, aimed both at whole 
classes and individual school 
students. The students were 
awarded eco-points as they 
performed the projects. At the 
end of the school year fantastic 
prizes awaited the most diligent point 
collectors. In thematic terms the year had 
a two-pillar structure. One was official par-
ticipation in the “Ecoprofit” programme of 
the district of Coesfeld. The aim of this was 

to upgrade the school ecologically and to 
localize the ecological footprint by record-
ing the consumption of all resources. The 

second pillar was the environmental edu-
cation of the students. A total of 

18 projects were implemented 
over the school year. One ma-
jor topic for the students was 
sustainable consumption. To 
enhance the students’ aware-

ness special actions were ini-
tiated, e.g. a repair café and a 

school flea market. Excursions, 
such as to the biogas treatment plant in 

Coesfeld, to the Energylab in Gelsenkirch-
en or to the car-free Weißenburg estate in 
Münster, rounded off the ecological year. 
The school then celebrated with a gradua-

tion party. The KlimaKidz and KlimaTeens 
actions organized by the EnergyAgency.
NRW were also central elements of the 
school year. In a double period the stu-
dents from the 5th and 6th grades watched 
experiments to learn how solar electricity 
is generated, for example. The KlimaTeens 
teaching unit showed students from the 
7th and 8th grades how expensive it is to 
manufacture plastic products and how 
much fossil fuel, and hence oil in the final 
analysis, is consumed.

T
he Neuss service provider german 
contract – gc Wärmedienst GmbH 
is supporting the Saxony-based 

IMMO-PLAN Immobiliengesellschaft in 
implementing its energy concept in the 
new headquarters in Döbeln. The aim of 
IMMO-PLAN Immobiliengesellschaft was 
to make the new head office in an old fac-
tory shop a prime example of the use of 
renewables to generate energy. Use is now 
made of a wood pellets boiler and a photo-
voltaic system.

The contracting model of german 

contract – gc Wärmedienst GmbH lays 
down that the Neuss company will cover 
all investments as well as the warranty for 
the technology installed. The customer 
pays a general monthly amount for the 
procurement, servicing, maintenance and 
a 24-hour service. Around 130 photovol-
taic solar modules have been installed on 
the roof of the company’s head office. The 
photovoltaic system will in future cover 
around 50 per cent pf IMMO-PLAN’s own 
electricity needs.
toegel@energieagentur.nrw

Contracting from Neuss for Saxony

Sourkounis 
interview

O
il is finite. When it comes to mobil-
ity practical alternatives also have 
to be found. Returning to the horse 

is not an option. Electromobility, battery-
powered or based on fuel cells, is a solu-
tion which promises completely new and 
innovative types of vehicle and mobility 
concepts. But there are also inevitably and 
quite naturally sceptics who spurn elec-
tric vehicles and swear undying loyalty to 
their petrol- or diesel-powered cars. The 
EnergyAgency.NRW in-
terviewed Prof. Dr. 
Sourkounis of the 
Ruhr University 
of Bochum to 
discover what 
is already pos-
sible in terms 
of electromobil-
ity, what still has 
to be learnt and what 
opportunities it offers.

The interview can be found at  
www.energieagentur.nrw/im-gespraech

Energy concept for 
new company head-
quarters in Döbeln:

Further information can be 
obtained and the KlimaKidz 
and KlimaTeens teaching 
units can be booked for the 
new school year at:
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr76
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Warendorf sewage plant saves 
35 per cent electricity in 12 years
Cutting the energy demand by 35 per cent over twelve years 
is a stunning achievement. After all, sewage treatment plants 
are among the biggest single municipal energy consumers. 
The Warendorf plant has managed this efficiency feat.

B
etween 2003 and 2015 the electricity con-
sumption of the Warendorf sewage treatment 
plant was reduced by around 645,000 kWh/a. 

The specific electricity consumption today is 23 kWh 
per resident and per year – the current performance 
comparison issued by the water resources association 
Deutsche Vereinigung für Wasserwirtschaft, Abwas-
ser und Abfall e.V. (DWA) shows that the sewage treat-
ment plants of the same magnitude consume 34 kWh 
per resident and per year. The plant’s self-supply rate 
is just under 47 per cent and thus appreciably above 
the average of 42 per cent for other sewage treatment 
plants of the same size. The recipe for success is con-
tinuous optimization. As early as 2010/2011 an energy 
analysis was conducted to highlight the plant’s energy 
situation. This study provided the basis for many prac-
tical steps which were taken over the next few years. 
At that time it was assisted through a funding pro-
gramme of the state of NRW. Comparable studies are 
being funded today by the programme “Assistance for 
Energy Analyses for Public Sewage Treatment Plants” 
which is managed by the Federal Office for Economic 
Affairs and Export Control (BAFA).

In an energy analysis the current situation is be-
ing recorded and opportunities for optimization de-
termined. This is sometimes complicated because 
sewage treatment plants are regularly adapted and 
converted to need. At the same time, however, it is not 
possible to optimize the whole operating procedure 
after every time construction work is carried out. In 
the most unfavourable case the flow conditions are 
no longer ideal and multiple consumption may occur. 
The analysis of the actual situation shows where there 
are potential improvements because, for example, the 
blending is no longer ideally regulated or the deliv-
ery ratings are too great. Very considerable savings 

are possible if optimization measures are taken. The 
power demand of the pumps used increases by the 
volume delivered to the power of three and it is not 
least because of this that every improvement in the 
flow and delivery parameters will lead to an appre-
ciable cost reduction. In Warendorf the optimization 
measures included the pumped delivery in the intro-
duction structure, the heating sludge pumps to supply 
heat to the digestion tank and the sludge drainage.

A further major element is the generation of 
power for internal use. In Warendorf two micro gas 
turbines each with an installed electrical output of 65 
kW have been in use for this purpose since 2007. The 
plants not only generate approximately 700,000 kWh 
of electricity per year; the waste heat from the gas 
turbines also covers 95 per cent of the heat demand. 
The turbines have completely fulfilled what was ex-
pected of them when they were installed. If the operat-
ing costs of the micro gas turbines are allocated to the 
amount of electricity produced the generation cost 
for electrical energy is approximately 0.11 euros per 
kWh. On the other hand the electricity purchase costs 
in 2015 were on average 0.20 euros per kWh. With this 
calculation the heat arises as a free waste product.

The fact that energy efficiency is a mosaic of 
various measures is also illustrated by the existence 
of the plant’s own hydropower facility and the elec-
tric car. The overshot waterwheel has been turning to 
provide climate protection since 1996. It utilizes the 
falling force of the water and thus recovers the energy 
needed to pump the waste water from the level of the 
channel to that of the treatment plant – an impressive 
30,000 kWh a year. The electric car was purchased 
in the middle of 2012. It has to date travelled 65,000 
kilometres and is charged mainly with electricity from 
the micro gas turbines.
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E.ON launches 
its “mission E” 
campaign

In the E.ON headquarters 
in Essen the starting signal 
has been given for “mission 
E”. This  is an internal moti-
vation campaign to encour-
age energy-aware behav-
iour. 

T
he campaign is scheduled to run for two years 
at E.ON and in a total of 16 subsidiaries (includ-
ing E WIE EINFACH GmbH, E.DIS AG, Hamburg 

Netz GmbH and E.ON Energie Dialog GmbH), and it 
is intended to help improve the energy and CO2 bal-
ance across the group through the “Human Factor”. 
The “E” in “mission E” stands for Energy, Efficiency, 
Economy, Emission and the personal Engagement 

of each individual. This 
nationwide action 

goes under the 
heading “Ener-

gy.Aware.Life” 
and is based on 
a notion of the 
EnergyAgency.

NRW.
Based on 

its experience in 
the field of continu-

ous user motivation, the 
Energy Agency.NRW estimates the 

savings potential of the “Human Factor” as up to 15 
per cent in electricity and up to 20 per cent in the 
case of heat.

The campaign is aimed at around 11,000 employ-
ees of E.ON Germany and participating subsidiaries.

The multi-award-winning notion of “mission E” 
is based on the qualification of internal multipliers, 
who then formulate and implement a user-specific 
motivation campaign. Its users include the Institute 
for Federal Real Estate and the German federal armed 
forces, the German Pensions Insurance Rhineland, 
the State Agency for Nature, Environment and Con-
sumer Protection (LANUV) NRW, the bank Sparkasse 
Neuss, and municipalities and districts in various fed-
eral states.
www.missione.nrw

An interview with Melanie 
Kleemann, Manager of the 
Biogas Division Renewables 
at innogy SE

I
n Bergheim innogy SE has operated a 7.4 megawatt 
biogas plant since 2016, including the treatment of 
crude biogas and infeed into the natural gas grid. 

As part of an excursion conference organized by the 
Biomass Network of EnergyAgency.NRW, it was pos-
sible to inspect the plant. 

Following the excursion Melanie Kleemann of in-
nogy SE was interviewed by the EnergyAgency.NRW 
when she stressed that biogas, and in particular bi-
omethane, were now indispensable elements of the 
energy system of the future. “The situation for the 
biogas industry is difficult. But we refuse to be put 
off by this and we are examining whether innovative 
biogas concepts could be worthwhile for us. For exam-
ple, we are monitoring new technologies for waste and 
liquid manure fermentation with fermentation residue 
processing. It’s a fact that biogas like biomethane can 
make a valuable contribution beyond power genera-
tion on account of their storability, local flexibility and 
use versatility.”

Where is this all leading to? Melanie Kleemann: 
“If we study the current discussion we see there is as 
yet not really a proper trend. It can be seen the market 
is opening up to conversion of the plants from direct 
power generation to gas infeed. This would not have 
been conceivable a few years ago. From the point of 
view of a biomethane producer new concepts may 
appear here which enhance the efficiency of biogas 
utilization.”

Need to rethink  
biogas plants

Long version of the interview:
www.energieagentur.nrw/im-gespraech
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Waterkotte GmbH

Employees  92
Number of devices manufactured/year 4,500
Company founded   1976
Head Office  Herne

Selfie with...  
Dr. Johannes Book

E
xperienced and forward-looking: Waterkotte 
GmbH from Herne is a successful company op-
erating in NRW’s environment industry. Its CEO 

Dr. Johannes Book explains what makes his company 
so special and why it’s worth installing heat pumps. 

What inspired the company’s founder Klemens Oskar 
Waterkotte to put his business idea into practice in 
the first place?

Book: Klemens Oskar Waterkotte was fasci-
nated by the notion of an environmentally friendly, 
healthy and at the same time economically efficient 
heating system. With his sound expertise in the field 
of cooling and air-conditioning technology he man-
aged to develop the heat pump. In the firm belief that 
his invention had a future he become self-employed in 
1972 and laid the foundation for the company’s cur-
rent success.

What is it that makes you stand out from other sys-
tems on the market, or what makes your company 
so special? 

Book: The pioneering achievement of Klemens 
Oskar Waterkotte is not only the basis for Waterkotte’s 
current success. It also signifies a major lead in know-
how. This can be seen in our references: Waterkotte 
devices partly have a service life of more than 30 
years. As a medium-sized enterprise we also have the 
advantage of combining a wide variety of skills in our 
head office. Designers, developers and programmers 
collaborate directly with one another. This means we 
have the possibility of responding to highly individual 
customer requirements with ideally adapted custom-
ized solutions. 

What is the cost of installing a heat pump and for 
whom is it worthwhile?

Book: We offer starter models and premium de-
vices. Basically funding programmes of the Federal 
Office of Economic Affairs and export Control (BAFA) 
and of the KfW development bank provide attractive 
opportunities for investing in heat pump systems. 
Compared to the costs for heating systems which use 
fossil fuels, the investment costs are higher, but the 
annual operating costs can be as much as 60 per cent 
less. In the long term it is worthwhile for anybody to 
install a heat pump in new buildings or when modern-
izing an existing one.

What innovations are currently the trend for heat 
pumps?

Book: The focus here is on holistic system solu-
tions. For instance, we develop innovative, sustainable 
supply concepts based on the heat pump for whole 
housing estates – so-called “cold local heating net-
works”. 

In your view, what kind of movement must there be so 
that the Energiewende (energy turnaround) can suc-
ceed and what policy parameters have to be changed 
to enable heat pumps to be installed? 

Book: The heat sector plays a major role in the 
energy turnaround. If you heat with a heat pump you 
are practising active climate protection. One major 
policy step would therefore be the statutory prohibi-
tion of fossil fuels in new buildings, such as is already 
the case in some European countries.
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B
y the year 2024 Mexico plans to increase the 
proportion of electricity it generates from re-
newables to 35 per cent. In 2035 this figure 

is to be 40 per cent and in 2025 even 50 per cent. 
These targets were laid down in the 2008 Act on the 
Use of Renewable Energy Sources and the Financing 
of the Energy Turnaround (LAERFTE). According to 
a current report by the International Renewable En-
ergy Agency (IRENA) nearly half of the electricity in 
Mexico could come from renewables as early 
as 2030. At the end of 2014 the electric-
ity generated from renewables was 
around 55,000 MW according to the 
Mexican Energy Ministry, and this 
is the equivalent of around 25 per 
cent of the total.

The most highly developed 
sectors of renewable energy sourc-
es are hydropower, wind power and 
geothermal energy, although hydro-
power plays by far the biggest part. For 
solar energy there is still a very great devel-
opment potential in Mexico: with regard to attractive 
investments and sunshine the country occupies the 
third place globally. The Mexican government is aim-
ing to lower the steadily rising electricity price by lib-
eralising the power market and to sustainably dampen 
the growing demand for electricity, which was about 

235,000 GWh in 2014. According to estimates, the 
demand will double in the next ten years. 

The country is an important industrial centre. 
There are currently more than 1,300 German com-
panies operating in Mexico. After the liberalisation 
adopted for the Mexican energy sector in 2014 there 
are enormous business opportunities in the renew-
ables field as well. The annually rising demand for 

electricity and the essential extension of existing 
power generation capacities mean that the 

involvement of private investors is an 
urgent necessity. Invitations to ten-

der are intended to encourage the 
involvement of private investors 
with this in mind. 

Because of its enormous 
potential for German companies 

it is also a target country of the 
EnergyAgency.NRW. The Foreign 

Trade Network was represented in 
September 2017 at the international 

trade fair “The Green Expo” in Mexico City 
and offered interested NRW companies the oppor-

tunity to present their portfolio on the spot as part of a 
catalogue exhibition. It is planned that a delegation of 
entrepreneurs will travel to Mexico in 2018. They will 
then be able to forge and deepen links with potential 
co-operation partners.

Mexico – potential for 
German energy companies

www.energie-
agentur.nrw/

mexiko

I
n two workshop discussions conducted 
in Cologne and Dortmund with manage-
ment from service providers the continu-

ing development of the market for energy ser-
vices and the potential support measures from 

the EnergyAgency.NRW were considered. At two 
strategy workshops there was a consensus that the 
neutral platform needs a good internet presence to 
promote energy services and contracting both to po-
tential customers and to institutions involved. With 
this in mind the EnergyAgency.NRW, in consultation 
with the NRW Economic Affairs Ministry, resolved to 
set up an internet platform with reference projects. A 

start will be made on designing this customer-oriented 
internet application in  autumn.

Reference projects are therefore being sought 
from the fields of energy saving partnership, useful 
energy supply (energy contracting), financing con-
tracting, technical plant management, contracting 
with heat insulation and tenant electricity.

Reference projects sought
Web platform for energy efficiency 
services and contracting

quack-scheffen@energieagentur.nrw
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I
n terms of its form, continuity and scale the Ger-
man-Japanese Energy Transition Council (GJETC) 
is the first German-Japanese co-operative project 

concerned with the energy transition. Since Septem-
ber 2016 the GJETC has met every six months and 
at these meetings the core topics of the joint work 
are discussed. The Council is concerned not only with 
scientific work, but also with a regular exchange with 
players from the political and industrial domains. The 
GJETC thus complements the co-operation between 
Japan and Germany on a government level by pro-
viding independent scientific analyses. As a bi-na-
tional expert council it draws up scientific situation 
and transformation analyses concerning systems, 
technologies and the policy of the energy transition. 
The aim is to develop new, safe and efficient ways of 
implementing the energy transition. This will hope-
fully inspire new ideas in the political and industrial 
domains in both countries.

On the German side the Wuppertal Institute has 
joined with ECOS Consult to co-ordinate the work of 
the Council as its secretariat, and on the Japanese 
side the same function is performed by the Institute of 
Energy Economics Japan. By the next meeting of the 

GJETC in September 2017 the Council chairpersons 
expect to have the results from five extensive individ-
ual studies. Then the Council will draw its conclusions 
and submit its recommendations for a successful en-
ergy transition in Germany and Japan

E
nergy efficiency and renewable energies are cru-
cial for the success of the energy turnaround. 
With this in mind the funding of energy efficiency 

measures and renewable energy sources has been de-
veloped step by step, and this has produced the large 
number of programmes which exist today.

The amalgamation of energy policy in the Federal 
Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) has 
provided an opportunity to review the present fund-
ing situation and to improve it systematically. For this 
purpose the BMWi has established the “Funding Pro-
jects” strategy. Its recommendations for action have 
been published under the heading of “Funding Strat-
egy for Energy Efficiency and Heat from Renewable 
Sources”. The prime considerations are the increase 
in funding efficiency, orientation towards addressees 
and the clarity of the funding programme on offer on 
the principle of economic efficiency and technologi-
cal openness. To help achieve these goals a one-stop 
shop is to be set up which will combine all the informa-

tion and give the user accompanying support from the 
initial information to the implementation of a funding 
measure. Tried and tested funding elements will in fu-
ture be combined with new content and more effec-
tive energy savings incentives will be created following 
the principle “The more ambitious the investment the 
more attractive the funding offered”. These practical 
recommendations are to be co-ordinated promptly 
across departments and implemented gradually up 
to the year 2020. Förder.Navi of the EnergyAgency.
NRW already gives an overview of funding measures 
provided by the state and the federal administration. 
An adapted design to facilitate improved use on mobile 
devices was recently introduced.

Japan and Germany conduct joint 
research for the energy transition

The following pressed the button to start the German-Japa-
nese Energy Transition Council: Mr Yota Ono, Prof. Dr. Peter 
Hennicke, Prof. Masakazu Toyoda and H.E. Dr. Hans Carl von 
Werthern (left to right)

www.energieagentur.nrw/foerdernavi

www.energie-
agentur.nrw/
qr78
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16.9.2017

Climate-neutral run
The Schwelm City Run will be a climate-neutral event 

this year for the first time. The organizers of TG Rote 

Erde Schwelm are being supported in this by the 

EnergyAgency.NRW. 

www.energieagentur.nrw/qr79

18.9.2017

System transformation

After a successful start last year, “The Cross-

sector Transformation of Our Energy System 

- Energy Networks, Quarter Solutions, Industrial 

Applications” will be a focal concern of the annual 

conference of the Competence Centre for System 

Transformation and Energy Infrastructure (KST).

www.energieagentur.nrw/veranstaltungen

20/21.9.2017

Climate alliance 2017
The international annual conference of the 

Climate Alliance (Klima-Bündnis) 2017 for Dis-

tricts, Cities and Municipalities, which is held 

jointly with the state of North Rhine-Westphalia 

and the city of Essen, will take place this year in 

Essen, the European Green Capital 2017. It will 

concentrate on successful municipal transfor-

mation processes.

www.energieagentur.nrw/qr80 

9.10.2017

Status conference 

of Virtual Institute
On 9 October 2017 from 10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 

the status conference of the Virtual Insti-

tute “Transformation Energy Turnaround 

NRW” will be held in Essen. The Virtual 

Institute is an alliance of ten prominent 

North Rhine-Westphalian research 

institutions who are concerned with 

the socio-economic and socio-cultural 

implications of the energy turnaround. 

At this conference the results of 

the research clusters of the Virtual 

Institute, “Mentalities and Behaviour 

Patterns”, “Governance and Participation” and 

“Transformation of Industrial Infrastructures” 

will be presented. 

www.energieagentur.nrw/qr81

9-11.10.2017

EVS30
The EnergyAgency.NRW will be represented at 

the 30th traveling exhibition “Electric Vehicle 

Symposium” (EVS30) from 9 to 11.10.17 in 

Stuttgart. On the joint German stand it is 

organizing an exhibition area for the following 

bodies: Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Network, Elec-

tromobility NRW, Wystrach from Weeze, ZBT 

Duisburg, Leopold Kostal from Hagen, the 

Ruhr University Bochum and the Westphalian 

University of Applied Sciences.

www.energieagentur.nrw/veranstaltungen 

10.10.2017 

Energy & Industry 
Expert Conference
In what ways can industry contribute 

to the solution of problems arising as 

the energy turnaround is being put into 

practice? What opportunities will arise? 

These questions are on the agenda at the 

Energy & Industry Expert Conference to 

be held on 10 October 2017 in Essen. The 

conference will highlight the interactions 

between the energy turnaround, climate 

protection and the economy. The organ-

izers are the Cluster EnergyResearch.

NRW and the Energy Economy Network 

of the EnergyAgency.NRW together with 

the Chambers of Industry and Com-

merce in NRW and the EWG. 

www.energieagentur.nrw/veranstaltungen

6-8.11.2017

Twin Cities in 
Climate Change
The conference is being held as 

a joint event by Regionalverband 

Ruhr, KlimaExpo NRW and the City 

of Essen. It is anticipated that 500 

people will attend the conference 

from the municipalities of the Ruhr 

Metropolis and its international 

twin cities.

www.energieagentur.nrw/qr82

9.11.2017

Energy in flux
On 9 November 2017 the Fraunhofer Insti-
tute for Environmental, Safety and Energy Technology UMSICHT and the EnergyRe-
search Cluster of the EnergyAgency.NRW in Oberhausen are holding the conference “Energy in Flux: CO2-Neutrality through 
Sector Coupling”. This event will consider the current questions to do with energy 
and will indicate what approaches can be 
adopted to the future energy system. 
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr83

16.11.2017 

Hydropower 
Once again the EnergyAgency.NRW will 
be holding the annual hydropower con-
ference this year in Bad Sassendorf. The 
use of hydropower with its long and rich 
tradition in NRW is a constantly avail-
able part of the energy mix and an ideal 
complement to the renewable energies 
network. It help maintain grid stability. 
The annual conference gives informa-
tion and an opportunity to reflect in 
expert papers on current developments 
in the field of hydropower, fish protec-
tion and funding. 
www.energieagentur.nrw/wasserkraft

20.11.2017

IRES
For the fourth time the IRES Sympo-
sium will provide an addition to the 
internationally and scientifically ori-
ented IRES Conference, its aim being 
to discuss the political parameters 
for the development, introduction 
and use of flexibility options - and in 
particular storage technologies. In 
the state of NRW’s Berlin represen-
tation energy research and policy 
experts will present their papers. 
In the evening there will be a parlia-
mentary discussion session.
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr84
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A
t the base of Paderborn Cathedral there are 
more than 200 springs which are the origin of 
the Pader. With a length of 4.4 kilometres the 

Pader is Germany’s shortest river. There the largest 
overshot water wheel in East Westphalia-Lippe gener-
ates electricity. It is called the “Stümpelsche Mühle” 
and was erected in 1810. 

From time to time the river drove fifteen mills, but 
today only two generate energy. Intended originally as 
a grain mill, its operation was suspended in the 1970s, 
and finally the building stood empty in its inner city 
location for more than 16 years. The Paderborn-based 
“BioHouse Foundation for the Environment and Jus-
tice” invested around 1.5 millio euros in this historic 
complex. The Foundation lays great store by showing 
off its activities more effectively on a local and region-
al level. With this in mind it operates a centre in the 
“Stümpelsche Mühle” for refugees, disabled persons, 
single parents, people with little education and mem-
bers of other disadvantaged groups of the population.

“Our overall concept also includes of course the 
regenerative use of energy from hydropower,” says 
Willi Ernst, Founder of the Biohouse Foundation. As 
part of the reconstruction work the water resources 
and monuments authorities were consulted on the 
reactivation of the technical monument and on rais-
ing the efficiency. The appearance and character or 
the water wheel were restored to their 1956 status. 
But the water wheel did not run for long: In December 
2014 the District Environment Agency arranged for 
the operation to be suspended because neighbour-
ing residents complained about the wheel’s pulsating 
noise. It became necessary to shut it down at nights 

and provide it with a soundproof encasement. The 
number of paddlewheels was also increased from 24 
to 36 to improve the flow.

This was followed up with the development of an 
innovative solution worthy of the technical monument. 
This was a joint effort together with the Hydraulic Engi-
neering and Water Resources Faculty of the University 
of Kassel. The Kassel hydraulic engineer Dr. Reinhard 
Hassinger researched the effect on the noise develop-
ment of bristle elements in the paddles of the water 
wheel. These ensure an even rushing sound and even 
result in a slightly enhanced performance.

This measure not only exhibited substantial 
success in the trial operation, but also in a sound 
examination conducted by the independent expert 
Dipl.-Phys. Klaus Brokopf from the Biele-
feld firm of AKUS. The electricity from the 
hydropower is intended for use by the Foun-
dation Centre and the planned café and will 
drive a heat pump.
www.energieagentur.nrw/wasserkraft

Millwheel still turning 
but more quietly

Willi Ernst (left 
on the photo) 
was fed up with 
complaints about 
the water wheel. 
That’s why it was 
fitted with bristle 
elements in the 
paddles.
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“Cold” local heating network 
saves 40 tonnes of CO2 a year

G
reen hills and gentle valleys with 
lively rivers - anyone living in the 
municipality of Nümbrecht cannot 

fail to appreciate the natural beauty of the 
“Oberbergisches Land”. That’s why the 
residents approached the municipal ad-
ministration and the management of the 
utility Gemeindewerke Nümbrecht (GWN) 
in 2008 to ask them to provide alternatives 
to the conventional combustion of oil and 
gas to supply heat. 

Following a pilot project in Nümbre-
cht-Büschhof, a decision was taken in 2011 
concerning the renewables-base heat sup-
ply through a cold local heating network in 
the new housing area of Nümbrecht-Sohni-
us-Weide. At the start of 2012 the first resi-
dents were able to enjoy the heat from the 
local network. Connection to the system 
and its use are not mandatory in the new 
housing area. At present the environmen-
tal energy in Sohnius-Weide already sup-
plies comfortable heat without polluting 
the climate in 13 buildings. The living area 
of the houses reliably supplied with a total 
of 200,000 kWh a year is between 110 and 
290 square metres. 

In the case of cold local heating, as 
with the conventional “hot” local or dis-
trict heating, energy for heating purpos-
es is conducted in pipes to the premises 
to be heated. Whereas for classic local or 
district heating hot water circulates in the 
network at temperatures from 50 to over 
100 degrees Celsius and provides room 
heating and hot water without any other 
heat generator, the network for cold local 
heating is filled with an anti-freeze/water 
mixture, so-called brine. The brine moves 
within the temperature range of -5 to +20 
degrees Celsius, and hence the descrip-
tion “cold local heating” as against the 
classic local heating. The advantage is that 

not only is insulation of the pipes no longer 
necessary, but the pipes can also absorb 
additional energy from the ground. 

In the cold local heating network the 
surrounding ground is mostly warmer than 
the brine itself during the heating period. 
In the course of the uninsulated network 
pipes energy is gained, quite often as 
much as 50 watt per metre pipe. This extra 
energy (near-surface geothermal energy) 
is extracted by heat pumps in the build-
ings to be heated and the subsequently 
cooled brine is fed back into the network. 
This brine heats up again as it circulates 
through the network. If a large number 
of buildings are connected to a cold local 
heating network it may be that the geo-
thermal (environmental) in the surround-
ing area heat is not sufficient to heat all of 
them. Then other renewable heat sources 
can feed the energy they contain into the 
brine, for example on the Sohnius-Weide 
(Sohnius Meadow) a solar thermal installa-
tion or collected rainwater or waste water.

Since the Sohnius-Weide residential 
area is new housing, the CO2 savings can 
only be given on the basis of fictitious ref-
erence scenarios. With a heating system 
using the local heating solution installed, 
about 40,000 kilograms of CO2 are saved 
every year as against what is emitted by 
compared to what a condensing gas boiler 
emits. With the new buildings still planned 
the savings will rise to an annual 50,000 
to 60,000 kg.

Out on the 
lake with 

a fuel cell

This summer the MS 
innogy has been cruis-
ing across Essen’s Lake 
Baldeney using methanol 
instead of diesel. 

T
his pleasure cruiser is the first 
ship in Germany powered by an 
environmentally friendly metha-

nol high-temperature fuel cell. And this 
is not only a first in Germany, but in the 
world. For the first time innogy is covering 
the entire value chain with the ship: from 
production of the climate-neutral fuel us-
ing renewables to the application of a fuel 
cell in a pleasure boat. The methanol used 
is a liquid alcohol with very high energy 
density. It is produced directly on Lake 
Baldeney in the hydropower plant at the 
barrage. In a two-by-two metre installa-
tion carbon dioxide is filtered out of the 
ambient air and converted to methanol 
using electricity and water. A fuel cell uses 
the methanol in turn to generate electric-
ity on the ship and feeds a battery-buff-
ered electric engine.

It is highly appropriate that this pro-
ject is being implemented in Essen since 
the Ruhr metropolis is also the European 
Green Capital this year.

www.essengreen.capital

www.energieagentur.nrw/
kaltes_nahwaermenetz
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Unusual setting for academia! 
Who’d have thought it?

T
H Köln/University of Applied Sciences has 
dedicated :metabolon in Lindlar as an official 
teaching centre. 15 years ago it would have 

been inconceivable for such an academic institution 
to ever be located on a formal waste landfill, accord-
ing to Jochen Hagt, Councillor for the Oberbergisch 
District, at the opening ceremony. 

Since 2010 the Leppe Waste Management Centre 
has developed into a competence, learning and inno-
vation venue for resources science and environmental 
technology. The interdisciplinary research community 
:metabolon – its members include the waste manage-
ment association Bergischer Abfallwirtschaftsver-
band and TH Köln/University of Applied Sciences as 
well as other partners from research and development 
– conducts research and develops solutions for so-
called circular value creation. The circular economy 
involves, for example the treatment and recycling of 
secondary raw materials from by-products. The highly 
diverse research activities have provoked a positive 
response throughout Europe. In order to make sure 
that the knowledge gained here becomes a fixed in the 
minds of young people TH Köln/University of Applied 
Sciences has now intensified its teaching and learning 
activities. Today there are mostly 15 people working 
on the :metabolon site together with students. They 

are working on study projects or performing experi-
mental work for the Bachelor‘s or Master’s degrees. 
The range of their subjects is great: from profitability 
studies, the optimization of biogas plant through to 
processes for combustion and carbonization. 

As from summer semester 2018 Prof. Christi-
an Malek of TH Köln/University of Applied Sciences 
will be actively involved the new course for a Master’s 
degree in business administration and engineering. 
The start of this new course, which will concentrate 
on „technology management“ and „energy and re-
sources management“, is scheduled for April 2018 
at :metabolon.

Opening ceremony: TH Köln/University of Applied Sci-
ences will in future teach and research on the site of the 
former landfill on the subject of circular value creation.

“Betting on the winners”
Wood Pellets Campaign action week 2017

I
nexpensive, climate-friendly and comfortable – 
heating with wood pays off. Under the heading “Bet-
ting on the winners” the Wood Pellets Campaign of 

the EnergyAgency.NRW will be providing informa-
tion on heating with pellets as an alternative to 
fossil fuels. This is scheduled for October and 
the Campaign will be joined by its partner 
companies during the action weeks un-
der the banner “Betting on the winners”. 
From 2 to 15 October 2017 interested 
parties will be able to learn, among 
other things, about the modern heating 
alternative via the market initiative’s inter-
net site, free download and mailed information pack-
age, and numerous radio spots. The principle here is 
“hands-on experience”: After the kick-off event on 2 

October there will be a wealth of information events 
where the economic efficiency and funding or plan-
ning and practical application of a wood pellets system 

will be discussed. On 14 October a large number 
of pellet boiler owners will then open their cel-

lars for those interested in heating. The par-
ticipants can inspect a selection of the 

31,000 heating systems installed in 
North Rhine-Westphalia. They will 
be able to learn at first hand and 
in practical terms everything to do 

with this environmentally friendly 
heating technology. Further infor-

mation on the events can be found on the homepage 
of EnergyAgency.NRW.
www.aktion-holzpellets.de
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The company Busch-Jaeger manufactures electrical equip-
ment and decided to optimize the cooling system of its own 
injection moulds. To do this it chose an innovative combined 
cooling, heat and power system (CCHP).

T
he new CCHP system at the company’s Bad Ber-
leburg site consists of a total of seven adsorp-
tion refrigeration machines and a combined 

heat and power unit. In simple terms, during adsorp-
tion steam is taken up by a sorbent, in this case zeolite. 
And so heat is extracted from the environment. Cold 
is generated. The adsorber provides the low vapour 
pressure needed for this. When the adsorber is satu-
rated it is regenerated (desorbed) by heat, the water 
condenses and the process begins again from scratch. 
The existing CHP unit with a thermal 
capacity of 290 kWth is used in Bad 
Berleburg as a heat source and sup-
plies the refrigeration machines with 
the necessary waste heat to generate 
cold. With an annual running time of 
about 7,000 hours the CHP unit has 
a very good workload.

It was intended to replace the 
previous compression refrigeration 
machine with a cooling capacity of 
211 kW because this was obsolete. In 
addition, up to that point the emergency cooling had 
used water from the public system, which ensured 
a reliable supply for a maximum of three days. This 
restriction no longer applies after the investment in 
the adsorption refrigeration machine. This has also 
reduced the risk of production outages. The invest-
ment costs for the two refrigeration systems would 
have been almost identical, but the maintenance and 

operating costs are even lower for the adsorption re-
frigeration machines. The adsorption refrigeration 
machines each have an integrated free cooling func-
tion. This also saves a considerable amount of ener-
gy. With this, outside air is used directly for cooling 
purposes and so the waste heat is available in winter 
for heating purposes for example. The refrigeration 
machines deliver 9°C in flow direction and 14°C in the 
return flow. The cold base load is 160 kWth. A low-noise 
dry recooler is installed for recooling purposes. This 

is a closed system which consumes 
no water. As a result there is no need 
for hygiene checks during operation.

The heating room in the factory 
building is too small for a CCHP sys-
tem and so a different solution had 
to be found. This was a tailored re-
frigeration container in which the 
seven InvenSor adsorption refriger-
ation machines were installed, and a 
recooler with a weight of 3.4 tonnes 
was installed on the roof, including a 

maintenance platform. The challenge here was to fit 
the container exactly between two buildings on the 
works site thus creating a special structure. The con-
tainer is 8.6 metres long and 3 metres wide and has 
all the components which are important to ensure 
smooth operation of the cooling system. This arrange-
ment can be used as a blueprint for other industrial 
companies.

Intelligent cooling using heat

Refrigeration container

www.kwk-für-
nrw.de
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I
n the immediate vicinity of its Leverkus-
en campus of TH Köln/University of 
Applied Sciences the student services 

organization (Studierendenwerk) has 
erected a students’ residence in passive 
house standard. Apartments for 62 stu-
dents at a maximum all-in rent of 360 eu-
ros per month for about 25 square metres. 
Heat for the heating and hot water systems 
is provided by the local heating network in 
the building zone. A photovoltaic installa-
tion with 20 kWp output supplements the 
energy concept. The state of NRW funds 
the energy concept to the tune of 60,000 
euros from the progres.nrw programme.

“In North Rhine-Westphalia the state 
government has performed pioneering en-
ergy-efficient and solar construction work, 
with the 50 solar housing estates already 
completed. Together with the Energy-
Agency.NRW we then developed the 100 cli-
mate protection estates family of projects 
in 2009. The projects are a graphic dem-
onstration of how the energy turnaround is 
being implemented in the construction of 
housing estates,” says Dr. Andrea Hoppe, 
head of the Section for Climate-appropriate 
Buildings & Quarters, Regenerative Heat, 
Mobility and Hydrogen in the Düsseldorf 
Economic Affairs Ministry. 

In Haltern an estate created by the 
housing association “LiNa – Leben in 
Nachbarschaft eG” has opened its portals 
as a housing project geared to the needs 

of senior citizens and as NRW’s 27th cli-
mate protection estate. The project was 
assisted with low-interest loans as part of 
the state’s funding programme for social 
housing. Around 67,000 euros was also 
contributed from progres.nrw. “In our cli-
mate protection estates architecture and 
town planning enjoy equal status along-
side energy-efficient construction. This 
ensures that the quality of design can be 
harmonized with the energy demands. I am 
happy about the dedication of the LiNa as-
sociation in Haltern. After all, nothing is as 
gratifying as setting a good and practical 
example,” in the words of Dr. Hartmut Mur-
schall of the North Rhine-Westphalian Eco-
nomic Affairs Ministry. To date 76 housing 
projects involving 5,000 homes have been 
accorded the status of “Climate Protection 
Estate NRW”. Around 4,700 people live in 
the 27 estates completed so far. The pro-
ject 100 Climate Protection Estates is being 
implemented by the EnergyAgency.NRW.

www.energieagentur.nrw/
klimaschutzsiedlungen

NRW needs new houses
In Leverkusen-Opladen the North 
Rhine-Westphalia’s 26th climate pro-
tection estate has been inaugurated 
- and in Haltern the 27th. 

This residential home in Opladen is the next 
Climate Protection Estate.
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Self-supply of electricity in 
small- and large-scale industry
The new brochure “Eigenver-
sorgung mit Strom in Gewerbe 
und Industrie” (“Self-supply of 
Electricity in Small- and Large-
scale Industry”) published by 
the EnergyAgency.NRW gives 
companies a survey of the 
benefits and opportunities 
which the use of self-generated 
electricity provides. Whether it 
would be worthwhile for a com-
pany to have its own electric-
ity supply system will depend 
mainly on the individual elec-
tricity price, the chronologi-
cal distribution of the power 
consumption and the heat de-
mand. This brochure shows the 
most common technologies 
and uses sample projects to il-
lustrate the dimensioning and 
economic efficiency of self-
supply systems. 
www.energieagentur.nrw/service

Well-deserved award for 
electric car driving school 
Werner Helbig’s Academy 
Driving School in Herten is the 
first one in the town to enable 
its customers to take driv-
ing lessons in an electric car 
as well. With the three-stage 
instruction scheme involving 
lessons in the driving simula-
tor, in an electric car and in a 
petrol-powered car, it is pos-
sible to save up to 90 per cent 
CO2 compared to conventional 
instruction in a petrol car. For 
its efforts the driving school 
received the 2017 Climate Pro-
tection Award from the town 
of Herten. Driving schools 
who give instruction on elec-
tric cars are still the exception 
because these vehicles have 
automatic transmission, but 
most learner drivers want to 
learn on cars with a manual 
gear shift. To date in NRW 
there have been such driving 
schools in Aachen, the district 
of Olpe and in Lemgo, to name 
a few.

EnergyScouts from Senden-
horst are the best
Apprentices working for VEKA 
AG in Sendenhorst, NRW, were 
honoured by the Federal Envi-
ronment Minister Dr. Barbara 
Hendricks and Dr. Achim Der-
cks, Deputy CEO of the cham-
ber of trade and industry feder-
ation Deutscher Industrie- und 
Handelskammertag e.V., with 
the title of EnergyScouts of 
2017. The Special Energy Effi-
ciency Award was given to ap-
prentices from ARI Armaturen 
Albert Richter GmbH & Co. KG 
in Schloß Holte-Stukenbrock. 
Further awards went to ap-
prentices in Neckarsulm and 
Lauenburg. EnergyScouts are 
apprentices who, supported by 
the Chambers of Industry and 
Commerce, identify energy 
savings potentials in the com-
panies they work for and who 
implement projects autono-
mously. In NRW the Efficiency 
and EnergyAgency.NRW sup-
port this project.

www.energieagentur.nrw/
doppelpass

Campaign 2° im Wesel District
The climate alliance of the lo-
cal authorities in Wesel District 
has awarded the “Climate Pro-
tection Banner” to the Ham-
minkeln-based company of Du-
Solaris. DuSolaris is engaged in 
design, consulting and opera-
tion in relation to installations 
for generating electrical and 
thermal energy from renewa-
bles. The company operates a 
fuel cell CHP plant, an electric 
carsharing business and public 
charging columns. The award 
to DuSolaris was made at the 
launch of the event series “2° 
in Wesel District”, which is in-
tended to provide members of 
the general public with infor-
mation on the benefits of en-
ergy efficiency and to do this 
for a whole year. The journalist 
Manfred “Manni” Breuckmann 
has agreed to act as patron and 
the EnergyAgency.NRW is a co-
operation partner.
strehlke@energieagentur.nrw

Newsletter & Social Media
Whether it’s energy-saving tips, information about new funding programmes or climate-protection projects – every 
week, our free-of-charge newsletter’s editorial team supplies up-to-date information on all facets of the subject of 
energy for companies, municipalities and consumers. To subscribe: www.energieagentur.nrw (Service). You can 
also find EnergyAgency.NRW on Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, YouTube, Xing, Linkedin and Instagram.
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